
GLC Sport Utility Vehicle



From stately to adventurous.
The Mercedes-Benz GLC is always just the SUV you wish for. With 
excellent comfort and outstanding quality.



Modern luxury in the front. 
Plenty of freedom in the rear.
In the refined and spacious interior of the GLC, every journey offers a whole new 
level of driving pleasure. That’s not just thanks to the high seat position, a 
hallmark SUV feature, but also to the sophisticated comfort functions which 
allow you to take any terrain in your stride.



Around town. Cross-country.
With the Off-Road Engineering package the GLC effortlessly masters 
the challenges of off-road driving. 4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive 
delivers superlative traction that lets you enjoy every inch of your 
ascent. Discover the GLC’s off-road talents now.



Plenty of space for your dreams.
The interior of the GLC offers you plenty of freedom in every respect: a light 
and airy setting in the front, generous space for passengers in the rear, a clear 
view of the skies above – and an invitation to hit the road in the twinkle of an eye. 
On long journeys, big adventures or little outings in between.



Plenty of space for knees and feet, 
wherever you’re sitting.



Radiates pure intelligence. Shows you more of the world.

Head-up display. Driving Assistance package.

The LED Intelligent Light System boasts unmistakable 
design, very low energy consumption, and a long 
service life. But above all, it offers even better 
visibility and greater safety.

Parking and manoeuvring with a realistic all-round view  
is provided by the Parking package including 
360-degree camera using four networked cameras.

Keep an overview of key driver information without 
taking your eyes off the road – thanks to the head-up 
display. It projects a virtual image measuring approx. 
21 x 7 cm into the driver’s field of vision, which 
appears to float around 2 metres in front of him/her 
above the bonnet.

Intervene when it is necessary. Hold back when it is 
 possible. The Driving Assistance package offers  
the necessary poise, combining safety and assistance  
systems.



Panoramic sliding sunroof. COMAND Online.The load compartment. AIR BALANCE package.
With its large glazed areas, this roof system ensures a particularly bright and 
welcoming ambience in the interior. It consists of a fixed panoramic glass rear 
section and an electrically operated sliding glass front section for ventilation of the 
interior as required.

Navigation, telephone, audio, video, internet – with the COMAND Online control and  
display system the driver keeps these and many other functions in sight and under  
control. Information is shown in colour on a 21.3 cm (8.4-inch) high-resolution media 
display. Operation via touchpad is simple and intuitive.

The GLC’s load compartment is among the most spacious in its segment and, thanks  
to the variably folding rear seat backrests, can transport large quantities of luggage 
and bulky equipment.

As you like it: the AIR-BALANCE package allows the interior of the Mercedes-Benz GLC 
to be fragranced individually.



The EXCLUSIVE equipment line. The OFF-ROAD exterior equipment line.The AMG Line equipment line. That defining touch of added class: designo.
This equipment line underscores the vehicle’s class with fine details in chrome. 
Stylish dynamism is transported by 45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-spoke light-alloy wheels. The 
select equipment and appointments of this line create a style-defining interior that 
delivers an exciting new take on the concept of luxury. This includes seats featuring an 
exclusive upholstery layout and horizontal stitching in ARTICO man-made leather 
/ fabric as well as extensive wood trim.

The OFF-ROAD exterior equipment line, including front bumper with a larger approach 
angle and expressive elements in chrome, provides for a dynamic look off the beaten 
track, too. With design features in chrome, the OFF-ROAD exterior equipment line 
underscores the vehicle’s SUV character. The radiator trim sports an integrated 
Mercedes star and two louvres in iridium silver with chrome inserts.

The AMG Line exterior boasts perfectly matched features for added sportiness, exclu-
sivity and driving enjoyment – from dynamic AMG bodystyling through the Chrome 
package to the sports suspension with a correspondingly sporty set-up. This line lends 
the interior a more exclusively sporty look. The highlights include seats featuring 
an exclusive upholstery layout, a multifunction sports steering wheel in leather 
with silver-coloured shift paddles, AMG sports pedals and the instrument cluster in 
tube look.

If you’re looking for a special way to express your personality, designo is the perfect 
choice. Exclusive paint finishes, refined materials and masterful craftsmanship with  
an understanding of aesthetics and a love of detail help create your ideal GLC.



Combining dynamics and comfort. Like driving on clouds.
9G-TRONIC is a milestone in transmission technology. With nine forward gears, this  
automatic transmission raises efficiency, comfort and dynamics to a whole new 
level. It impresses with even swifter and smoother gear changes. This increases agility 
and reduces consumption. It also allows multiple downshifts for powerful bursts of 
speed. And it’s exceptionally quiet, too.

Enjoy every metre you climb – with new AIR BODY CONTROL. The optional air suspension with continuous damping  
adjustment pampers the occupants with state-of-the-art engineering. For a dynamic driving experience, understeer 
is noticeably reduced and uneven surfaces are smoothed out. Automatic ride-height control increases stability 
and reduces consumption. On rocky terrain or when driving with a heavy load, the vehicle height can be adjusted 
manually.

DYNAMIC SELECT.
Five comfortable, sporty and individual driving modes can be selected using the  
DYNAMIC SELECT Controller on the centre console. Giving you fingertip control of the 
vehicle’s handling.



Race Utility Vehicle.
The Mercedes-AMG GLC.

Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What unites  
our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their passion  
for top performance. This arises at the point where engineering skill meets a very special  
attitude: the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order  
to achieve new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because limits are imposed by  
people, and it’s also people who can overcome them. It’s this attitude that enables  
us to achieve outstanding performance for the race track – and for the road.

Welcome to the world of AMG.

www.mercedes-amg.com



Technical data.
Dimensions.

All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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1  Information about the rated output according to Directive (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently valid version. 2 Available temporarily. 3 Electronically limited. 4 The stated figures were determined according to the 
prescribed measurement method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Article 2 No. 1 of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information 
about the official fuel consumption and the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen und den Stromverbrauch neuer 
Personenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH 
(www.dat.de). The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures vary according to 
the selected optional equipment.5  Information only valid within the European Union. May vary from country to country. 6 Determined on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions in consideration of the vehicle mass. Only valid

 for Germany. For more technical data, please visit www.mercedes-benz.de

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

Diesel engines Petrol engines

GLC 250 d 4MATIC GLC 250 4MATIC

Displacement (cc) 2.143 cc / L4 1.991 cc / L4

Rated ouptut1 (kW [hp] at rpm) 150 [204] / 3.800 kW [hp] at rpm 155 [211] / 5.500 kW [hp] at rpm

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km) 6,3-6,11 / 100 km [2] 7,7-7,51 / 100 km [2]



Please note: changes may have been made to the product since going to press (18.05.2018). The manufacturer  

reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the product specification during the delivery 

period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with 

respect to the purchaser. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or 

the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and 

items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. This publication is distributed 

internationally. However, information regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the 

consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of going to press. 

For current and more specific information, please contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz sales partner.

www.mercedes-benz.com

Daimler AG, dialog@daimler.com, 02-0618

Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the worldwide “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”, which  

was established in 2000. It is the Mercedes-Benz brandʼs most important social initiative. Laureus Sport for Good  

supports children and young people in need through social sports projects, opening up new perspectives  

and imparting important values such as team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids” is  

our mission statement which we wish to share with you. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the  

“Laureus Sport for Good” movement.


